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THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. 

MONGST. the many benefits which the 
World's Fair, to be held in Chicago 
nex year, will confer upon the UJnited 

$Ell - XJstates, not the least important will be 
'the exhibition of a city of palaces, pre 

senting the present development of 
American architeeture; something bet 

ter those bizarre constructions in brick 

a--nd stone, the necessary outcome of the 

coneentration 
of commerce in our 

cities, 
and-that species fof capenter's archi 

t.ecture which stretehes in monotony from Maine to California. 
There are many people who have hoped that the architec 

tuire of the bulildings cons8tituting the World's F-air would re 
- veal to the world a new order of arehitecture that: would be a 

Wfaithfl reflection of human nature and human--ociety-in the 

United; Sta.tes, each bu.ilding in itself being. not' only a utili 

tarian, but. also -an asthetic triumph. The fact 'that no such 

t buildings wif..be erected is8'.only-another proof that the Ameri 
can style has- not .yet eventuated, for. a. new.-style of -art is not 

4w born in a day. The much talked of Romanesque and Colonial 
styles, so highly developed in this country, are archseological 
rathe than modern, and the future regeneration of architec 
ttral forms suitable to the climate and habits of our people, 

^i..will, it is sfe to say, be neither Colonial nor Romanesque. 

What are the difflculties in the way of architects taking the 
advantage of this the grandest of opportunities to produce a 

thoroughly original style of architecture? In the first place we 

possess no architeets whose commanding inventions eould defy 
''- classic authority;. hence the arehitecture of the United States, 

even in the hands of the most educated constructors, has been 

a development from without, rather than from within. Free 

dom i'n the hands of uneducated men beeomes disorder; in the 

hands of men of training, but without principles, it becomes 

insubordination, and results in clever work of mere swagger and 

audacity, the manifestation of personal idiosyncrasy, corrupting 
and unfruitful. With knowledge, but without genius. or imag 

ination, it becomes merely archaeological. Under favorable cir 

camstances, however, a new Romanticism may rise into a legion 

of purity, sobriety and elegance, not inferior to classic art. 
Mr. Henry Van Brunt, in the September Century, in an 

article entitled, "The Architecture of the World's Columbian 
Exposition," elaims that the arehitects- of the Transportation 
building in particular have sought to enter into this region of 

difficult aecess, and he claims that not only in the building, but 

in the auditorium of Chicago there is a serions attempt at the 

re-establishing of principles, rather than the revival of past 

form8, the principles being merely inructed, rather than eon 

trolled by the spirit of the past. The architects of the World's 

Columbian Exposition have thought to do .better than to pro 

duee a series of buildings based on past styles, but different 
iated therefrom, not by caprices, but by palpable growth, as 
exponents of the present reaeh of the civilization under which 
the first of such buildings obtained definite form.- The exat 
and scholarly conventionalities of the majority of the buildinggs 
recall the most brilliant era in the history of the world-the 

Renaissance, the new birth of the mind, the revival of learning, 
the reformation in' religious, social and politieal life which made 

modern civilization possible. 
It is certainly a modern wonder to witness the change that 

has been wrought upon that -portion of the low, flat, bleak and 
swampy margin of Lake Michigan, where the World's Colum 
bian Exposition is located. By reference to the map of the ex 
hibition grounds shown herewith, it will be seen that the plan 
is broken up into three grand divisions. The northernmost 
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division had already been laid out as a park by the city, in 
which are now located the Art Galleries, north and west of 
which are grouped the pavilions of the various states,, while 
east of it are the foreign government buildings. In this tract 
also will be established model villages and pavilions illustrating 

the mode of life in remote countries. The middle division is 
formed by-the lagoon, which is the most original feature of 
the grounds. This is an irregular, artificial water way, sur 
rounding several islands, the largest being a wooded tract about 

1750 feet long and from 200 to 500 feet wide, the natural condi 
tions of which will be enhanced by aquatic shrubbery and 
flower beds, with kiosks and rustic pavilions approached by 
bridges. The outer margins of the lagoon will be occupied by 
the Transportation building, the Horticultural building, and 

Woman's Building; on the east, towards the lake will stand the 
palace of Manufacturers and Liberal Arts and the United States 
pavilion. The lagoon branches northward and eastward, giving 
water fronts to the Pavilion of Fine Arts, the Illinois State 
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Building, and to the Fisheries and United States Government 
Buildings. Southward this irregular quadrangle is closed by the 
north facades of the Mines and Electricity Buildings. 

The lagoon connects southward with a system of formal 
stone-bordered canals and basins, where will be symmetrically 
placed the great plaza or cour d'honneUr of the Exposition, a 
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regular quadrangle 700 by 2,000 feet, about equal in size to that 
of the late Paris Exposition. Water communications will be 

provided for at the east end of this court, and the system of 
railroads will debouch at the west end in a railroad terminus, 

masked by the administration building, which will be treated 
iso as to serve as the monumental porch of the Exposition. 

From the railroad terminus, through the arches of this porch 
and beneath its lofty dome the visitors will enter the court, 

which is bounded on the right hand by the Departments of 

Machinery and Agriculture, and on the left by those devoted 
to Mines, Electricity and to Manufacturers and Liberal Arts, 
and in the front, towards the east, by Lake Michigan. The 
central portion of this court is occupied by a great water basin, 

which forms a part of the water system of the Park. Connect 

ing with this basin is a broad canal, bordered by double ter 
races anLd crossed by arched bridges, will run southward into a 

minor court, between the palaces of Agriculture and Machinery. 
This will be closed toward the south by an architectural screen 
in the form of an arcade on the first story and a colonnade on 

the second, with a triumphal arch in the center, through which 

the visitors will enter the Expositioin. Live stock, 'which con 

stituites the souithernmost feature of the Exposition. 
This brief description will serve to give in outline the gen 

eral architectural scheme of the Exposition grounds. At the 

present writing we regret to say that it is not the idea of the 

promoters of the World's Columbian Exposition that the many 
beautiful palaces which we hope presently to describe in detail 

will not remain permanently a portion of the City of Chicago, 
whose thousands of acres of utilitarian structures sadly need 

the incorporation of such classic beauty as is now taking form 

in the deft hands of the builders. Unlike the magnificent arch 

itectural structures of' past ages, Chicago's palaces will only be 

anusbtnilpgen,dspern it h cainta 

caldi nobig h uldnsaesml nroscm 

poiin of- tibradio,fcdwihadcrtv _ako 
plstr Bu suha hyae hl te ean h oie 

whicha cualldrathem into bein will0 beet abpart ofqthe hinsietor ofa 
ofthe outry Pandith structures, freefrommthuemarasiosmentsb 
pofvmaerialr and cost thast regulate moist couthe buidigs arssemo 
hapilyrstdie ofl deorhativhe fors, exhibiing whrileoa theyre-us 

mai all the srvesources aondueeomentapoc of moder art.iton 

Thdenet Wolds Cluftbianm texpositionrs awhole willtno thonly, 

bring togehrmaprto evieneswtrsse of the amznPatrial productiv 

ness of the present century, but will equally prove that the 
finer instincts of humanity have not suffered complete eclipse 
in this overwhelming prosperity, and that art has not been en 
tirely ignored. It is the aim of the management of the 

Exposition to place the products and manufactures of the 
industrial arts, together with their evidences of practical process, 
in juxtaposition with a parallel display of architecture shaped 
entirely by sentiment, and appealing to a fundamentally differ 
ent set of emotions. Here architecture assists the triumph of 

materialism. The buildings are enormous in mass and detail, 
while the ornament will furnish a lesson in that proper glorifi 
cation of material things, so craved for by the human spirit. 

THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING. 

This is the most monumental building of the group, and is 
conspicuously the great porch to the Exposition. By common 

'-A 

consen it einwsudetknbtr Iut a hs 

learning and experience are fully equal to the occasion It oc 

cupies th wetr'ieo h ra or,adieigndt 

be the loftiest and anost particularly monumental positions in 
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the park. Its sides bound a square measuring 260 feet on each 
side. Crowds of visitors on arriving will enter this vast vesti 
bule, which will give them their first impressions of the dignity 
and splendor of the entire Exposition. Mr. Hunt's idea is that 
of a civic temple, based on the domed cathedrals of the Renais 
sance. The disposition of the mass of the building at once im 
parts a feeling of absolute stability. Unlike a cathedral, it has 
neither nave nor transept to interfere with its external devel 
opment, and the building as a whole confers an impression of 
repose at once majestic and graceful. The upper part of the 

/ .J __- ' -__ | , [ _, ~ , ., 
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DEsIGN FOR SCREEN IN THE Rococo STYLE. BY G. Dupuy. 

building is octagonal in shape, and the lower part has four 
pavilions erected against the alternate or diagonal sides of the 
octagon. These are in the form of wings, each 8i feet square, 
carried to a height of 60 feet, thus securing four wide spreading 
abutments with flat terraced roofs. Above these the outer 
octagonal shell of the central mass detaches itself and asserts 
its outline against the sky through another stage, where it stops 
in the form of a gallery decorated with bronze flambeaux, and 
permits the inner shell in turn to become outwardly manifest 
in a third stage of diminished diameter, rising in an octagonal 
drum, the whole mass finishing with the soaring lines of the 
central dome, which, by vertical growth, determined by condi 
tions of proportion, rises 275 feet from the pavement. En 
riched with decorated ribs and sculptured panels, and made 
splendid with gleaming gold, this noble dome rises far above the 
other structures of the Exposition, proclaiming after the posi 
tion of its monumental beauty. Great richness of effect is im 
parted to the exterior by colossal groups of statuary upon each 
of the pavilions upon pedestals flanking each of the main en 
trances, and the groups that adorn the gallery below the drum 
of the dome. The statuary is the work of Mr. Karl Bitter, of 
New York, and is characterized by great breadth and dignity 
of treatment, and that power that is derived from knowing how 

to treat colossal subjects in a colossal way, and how to model 
figures so that they may assist the main architectural thought 
and not compete with it. Such is the vestibule which will in 
troduce the visitors to the Exposition into a new world. 

THEI DECORATION OF THE BUILDING. 

By far the most ambitious attempts at decoration in con 
nection with the World's Fair is the work to be put upon the 
great dome of the administration building. This is in the hands 
of Mr. William L. Dodge, a young New York artist, a pupil in 
Paris of MM. Gerome and Conlin, who was born in Richmond, 
and has already won an excellent position. He took the con 
tract for the work at the suggestion of Mr. Frank D. Millet, 

who is the head of the artists' department at the Fair. It is a 
giant's labor, for 12,000 square feet of space are to be covered. 
This dome is in itself a Titanic object, soaring more than three 
hundred feet above the earth, with a circumference at its 
broadest part of nearly three hundred feet. 

There is a dome within a dome, the interior one being cov 
ered with bas-reliefs, themselves strikingly artistic, but it is to 
the great outer dome that the attention of the visitor will be 

particularly directed. Through the opening in the interior 
dome the line of sight strikes the exterior dome about 45 feet 
below its apex and opens up to the spectator the great alle 
gorical painting upon which Mr. Dodge and his brother, Mr. 
Robert L. Dodge, are now at work. The painting represents 
the "Glorification of the Arts and Sciences," and will contain 
100 or more figares, some of them fully 25 feet in height. The 
composition is strikingly handled. 

The principal feature of the decoration represents a number 
of circular steps leading up to an Olympian throne, upon which 
sits Apollo crowning the victors of various contests. Behind him 
*is a long, circular marble bench, upon which are seated a num 
ber of Greek sages, presumably the jury which has been decid-. 
ing who the victors are. A goddess flying through the air is 
supposed to be handing laurel wreaths to Apollo, with which he 
in turn crowns the recipients as they are brought before him. 

To the right and left of the throne are figures which typify 
agriculture, art, science, music, poetry, painting, horticulture, 
etc., while to the west, and directly opposite Apollo, is a small 

model of the Parthenon, drawn by three winged horses, mounted 
by three powerful Greeks. At the head of the horses is an ath 
lete endeavoring to restrain their impetuosity. At the right of 

Apollo are the flying figures of two nude young girls who are 
pulling away a canvas which has been used as a canopy cover 
ing the imperial throne. Figures of Greek and Roman warriors 
to the right and left of the throne represent soldiers who are 
cheering on the victors. 

The treatment of the theme is bold and decidedly unre 
strained, but this freedom has not been indulged to the extent 
of license. Each figure is cast in a heroic mould. 

As visitors emerge from the east archway of the building 
and enter the court, they will here receive a memorable im 
pression of architectural harmony on a vast scale. In no other 
part of the country is there so grand a picture of civic splendor 
as the view here presented to the eye of the spectator. Imme 
diately before him the stranger will behold the great basin, 350 
feet wide and 1,100 feet long, stretching eastward in the middle 
of the court, bordered with a double-walled terrace, of which 
the lower will be decorated with shrubbery and flowers, and the 
upper with balustrades, rostral columns, vases and statuary. 
Broad stairs descend from the main porticos of the building to 
the water, and the canals which enter the basin on each side 
are crossed by monumental bridges. The vast facades of the 
Palaces of Machinery and Agriculture on the right, and of the 
Liberal Arts and Electricity on the left, far exceed those of any 
other ancient or modern architectural group, with their monu 

mental colonnaded pavilions, their sculptured enrichments, their 
statuary, domes and towers, appearing in mellowed ivory mar 
ble, relieved by decorations in color in the shadowed recesses 
of the porticos. This magnificent architectural facade reminds 
of the forums, basilicas and baths of the Romlan Empire, the 
villas and gardens of the princes of the Italian Renaissance, 
and royal courtyards, and palaces of France and Spain, all of 
which have yielded up their rich inheritance of beauty to 
make possible this grander possibility of the New World. 

(To be continued.) 

CHOIoCE of three routes to St. Louis by the New York Central; 
four trains daily. 
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